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Gardener, Countryphile, Cross-Border Lawyer.

Simon Rous is a partner in Ashfords LLP and
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ward, with romantic notions of becoming a
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that set Simon Rous on the path to becoming a

country solicitor, but after a few years realised
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cross-border M&A lawyer.

that he missed the cut and thrust of corporate

tions and disposals, joint ventures, MBIs/MBOs,
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deals.
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small law firm in the South West of England into
a national player.

don office highly competitive.
Simon’s career started with Clifford Chance’s
pre-cursor (Clifford-Turner) in the City of London
and included placements in Paris, Brussels,
New York and the Middle East before, at the
age of 35, he made the bold move of relocating
to England’s South West to raise his children in
the countryside he loves.
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He and his wife Carol split their time between
the farm in Somerset and a flat in West London,
enjoying both country and city interests from opera and theatre to riding, gardening and cross

Simon worries that London’s status as an inter-

country walks. Their three children all live and

Simon gives the example of a long standing cli-

national commercial and legal hub might dimin-
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motorcycle has now become a bicycle, he is
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This theme of delivering consistent excellence

Despite these clouds on London’s horizon, the

with good value and low overheads has been

current outlook for Simon’s practice remains

at the heart of Ashfords’ expansion, culminating

sunny. His latest cross-border instruction pro-

in double-digit growth for the firm last year and

vides a good example.

record billings for Simon and his M&A team.

If you are doing something you
love, it is not work.

Away from the office Simon continues to indulge
his passion for travel that first influenced his career in his undergraduate days. And, while the

Reaching the Unreached is a charity that helps
widows and orphans in rural India by bringing
them together to support each other. Simon
and Carol have cycled from Exmoor to London
(180 miles along Westcountry canals and the
Thames tow path) on two occasions to raise
money for this charity.
He says: “In rural India, if a woman is divorced
or widowed she becomes a ‘non-person’ with
no status and no income. Similarly, orphaned
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He puts his success down to commitment, long
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West Africa. Ashfords is obviously not qualified

years he has worked on cross-border deals in-

to advise on those jurisdictions, but we know

volving over 60 different countries. It is a role he

who to talk to and what is required to get the

clearly loves saying “If you are doing something

deal done the way the clients want.”

you love, it is not work.”
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